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collaboration and sharing in 
digital storytelling courses
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Patient Voices
patience, noun. calm endurance of pain or 
any provocation; perseverance 

patient, adj. having or showing patience

voice, verb. give utterance to, express

Concise Oxford Dictionary, 1964

Founded in 2003 to bring reflective digital 
stories and storytelling into health and 
social care education and training.

Where we’ve done it

[[insert world map with workshops]]
Why stories?

‘Storytelling is the mode 
of description best suited 
to transformation in new 
situations of action.’

Schön, 1988

Why digital stories?

‘Stories are products of 

reflection, but we do not 

usually hold onto them long 

enough to make them objects 

of reflection in their own 

right.’                                        

Schön, 1988

The first question: What are digital stories?
For us they are:
• short videos consisting of still images, music, 

voice-over (usually) and video (sometimes); the 
stories are told by real people about real 
experiences

• a distillation – they move us from the narrative 
to the essential story

• auto-ethnography not ethnography.
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The essential characteristics
Digital stories are:

• brief: a good digital story is a short digital story

• simple: low-technology using a few carefully chosen 
images, voice-over and/or music and simple titling

• personal: revealing something important about the 
storyteller

• respectful of others’ feelings and experiences

• created in a spirit of collaboration and partnership.

Digital storytelling is not…

• A talking head
• A taped interview
• Created by the researcher
• A solitary process
• Techno-centric
• Fitted to an agenda

…but it is “Tell us the story only you can tell”

An evolving pprocess

• 2003: home grown process
• 2006: incorporating elements 

of the Storycenter approach 
– story circle, etc. The 
“classic” model.

Classical digital storytelling

Typically, Patient 
Voices reflective digital 
stories are produced in 
small (8-10 people), 
facilitated three-day 
intensive workshops. 

A three-day process in practice

• 1 Introductions – who are we and why are we here?

• 2 Seven elements – what makes a good story?

• 3 Story circle – sharing our stories

• 4 Script development – reflecting on our own stories

• 5 Photoshop – working with images

• 6 Voiceover – hearing our own voice

• 7 Storyboarding – bringing words and images together

• 8 Premiere Pro and video editing – the magic of technology

• 9 Premiere of stories – reflecting on the story outside oneself

• 10 Collective reflection/debrief – reflecting on process and learning

Adaptations before CoVid

• In health and social care – schedules 
have to evolve to suit the storyteller

• Shorter, spaced-out sessions for 
storytellers with dementia (2008)

• Process amended to run as one two-
hour session per week over a term for 
medical students (2010). Some face to 
face, but support via email

• Exploring possibility of virtual story 
circles with Edinburgh University 
(2015)
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New ‘colloquial’ technologies

• Widespread broadband
• Effective video conferencing:

Zoom, Teams
• Capable online video editors:

WeVideo
• Large file transfer/sharing:

WeTransfer, DropBox, 
OneDrive, Google Drive

New times, new model:
from face-to-face to 
screen-to-screen

Six/seven two-hour group sessions once a 
week

Held over Zoom

Breakout rooms for story circles

Independent one-to-one support via Zoom/ 
email/ phone as needed by storyteller

Using online video editor – WeVideo

• Flexibility of timing
• Time to reflect between sessions
• No pressure to coordinate 8 storytellers into three days
• Great for otherly abled people
• No travel for storytellers or facilitators
• Can work with groups from across the planet
• Same software to teach
• Reduced costs

Benefits

• Online video editors not as capable
• Easier to ‘zone-out’
• Pacing different storytellers
• Different approach needed to building 

community
• Post-production/admin overhead possibly 

higher

Dis-benefits

‘Thank you again for a lovely session today. This 
has been the highlight of my quarantine days!’
‘Thanks very much for facilitating the session this 
morning. I didn’t expect it to be quite as moving as 
it was and I found listening to others’ stories and 
having them listening to mine to be a very 
rewarding experience. Your gentle and 
encouraging style of guidance is much 
appreciated.’

Can it succeed? Bucket list

Emma Robertson, 2020www.patientvoices.org.uk/flv/1292pv384.htm
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Thank you!

Please keep in touch:

tony@pilgrimprojects.co.uk

Antony.J.Sumner@durham.ac.uk

@PatientVoicesUK

www.patientvoices.org.uk/stories.htm
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